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In this paper, we study one-word-decreasing self-reducible sets which are introduced by Lozano and 
Torin (1991). These are the usual self-reducible sets with the peculiarity that the self-reducibility 
machine makes at most one query and this is lexicographically smaller than the input. We show first 
that for all counting classes defined by a predicate on the number of accepting paths there exist 
complete sets which are one-word-decreasing self-reducible. Using this fact, we can prove that for 
any class K chosen from jPP, NP, CP, MOD, P, MOD, P, . ..i it holds that (1) if there is a sparse 
< El,-hard set for K then Kc P, and (2) if there is a sparse Go,,- SNhard set for K then K E NP n co-NP. 
This generalizes the result of Ogiwara and Watanabe (1991) to the mentioned complexity classes. 
1. Introduction 
One of the central roles in the study of structural complexity theory resides in 
finding structural differences or similarities among complexity classes. Since almost 
every complexity class is defined by using some resource-bounded computational 
model, finding relationships among such classes sometimes requires us to specify 
different computational models and, therefore, it seems tremendously hard to find 
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such relationships. Above all, as subclasses of PSPACE, there have been introduced 
many complexity classes [7, 11,25,28, 371. For example, Gill [ 11 J and, independently, 
Simon [28] defined PP as the class of sets having probabilistic polynomial-time ac- 
ceptors with error probability < l/2. Papadimitriou and Zachos 1251 defined @ P as 
the class of sets for which there is a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine 
such that a string is in the set if and only if the machine has an odd number of 
accepting computation paths for the string. Cai and Hemachandra [7] defined 
MOD, P as the class of sets for which there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic 
Turing machine such that, for every X,.X is in the set if and only if the number of 
accepting computation paths of the machine on input x is not a multiple of k, where 
k32. Wagner [37] introduced C=P (CP) as the class of sets for which there exists 
a polynomial-time-computable function and a polynomial-time nondeterministic 
Turing machine such that a string x is in the set if and only if the number of accepting 
computation paths of the machine on the input .Y is equal to (larger than or equal to) 
the value of the function for .x. Also, he showed that CP is equal to PP. Concerning 
these classes, the most important unsolved questions are the following: 
“Does the polynomial-time hierarchy have infinitely many levels?” 
“Is any class defined above included in the polynomial-time hierarchy?’ 
In an attempt to settle these questions, many relationships have been found between 
them [3.4,9, 18,29,31L34]. Nevertheless, until now, neither of the above questions is 
solved. 
On the other hand, it is widely known that we can classify sets into some categories 
by using different reducibilities to sets of small density [6, 15, 161. Especially, a set 
having a census function bounded above by some polynomial is called sparse. Relative 
to this notion, the following questions have been considered by many researchers 
[S, 10, 13, 14, 22, 24, 35, 38, 40,413: 
“For a class K and a reducibility <,. is there any sparse set to which every set in 
K is <,-reducible?” 
“Suppose that every set in K is <,-reducible to some sparse set. Will then any 
unexpected inclusions follow?’ 
As a matter of fact, after Berman and Hartmanis [S] conjectured that all 
<c-complete sets for NP are P-isomorphic and, thereby, conjectured that there are 
neither sparse nor co-sparse <,- ’ hard sets for NP, reducibilities of NP sets to sparse 
sets have been considered for a long time [lo, 22,23, 35,38,41]. And the question 
whether NP having sparse < :,,-hard sets implies P = NP or not had been left open for 
a long time until Ogiwara and Watanabe [24] solved the question affirmatively. 
In order to settle this question, they introduced the notion of “left-sets”, which is 
a certain type of self-reducible structure, and showed that every left-set in NP which is 
GE,,-reducible to sparse sets is already in P, using a totally different proof technique 
from those used to show the previous results. Furthermore, Ogiwara 1231 extended 
the notion of left-sets and showed that the existence of <:,(-hard (< S,E-hard) sets for 
PP implies PP= P (PP=NP). So, in order to extend these results to more counting 
classes, one might think that it could be helpful to introduce some new self-reducible 
structure (as was done in [24]). In the present paper, we will study reducibilities of sets 
in NP, PP, MODk P, and C = P to sparse sets. 
As the self-reducible structure, we will use one-word-decreasing self-reducible sets 
introduced by Lozano and Torin [21]. The notion of one-word-decreasing self- 
reducible sets is a variation of Balcazar’s [l] wdq self-reducible sets and a generaliz- 
ation of left-sets [23, 241. A set A is one-word-decreasing self-reducible if there exists 
a polynomial-time deterministic oracle Turing machine which accepts A with oracle 
A itself in such a way that, for every input x, the machine queries at most one string to 
its oracle and the query string is lexicographically smaller than x. We define strict 
one-word-decreasing self-reducible sets as a restriction of the last ones. In Section 3, 
we will consider the existence of one-word-decreasing self-reducible sets in PP, 
C=P, NP, MODk P, and show that 
(1) PP and CP have a <L-complete set which is one-word-decreasing self- 
reducible, and 
(2) NP, MOD, P, MOD3 P, . . have a <L-complete set which is strictly one- 
word-decreasing self-reducible. 
As for the reducibility, we will consider polynomial-time-bounded truth-table 
reducibility [ 171 as well as strong nondeterministic polynomial-time-bounded truth- 
table reducibility [19, 201. In Section 4, we will prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 4.5. If a set A is 1 -wd self-reducible and <E: -reducible to some sparse set, then 
A is in NPnco-NP. 
Theorem 4.8. If a set A is strictly 1-wd self-reducible and < E,,-reducible to some sparse 
set, then A is in P. 
Then, by combining the results in Sections 3 and 4, we will prove that for any class 
K chosen from {PP, NP, C,P, MOD1 P, MOD3 P, . ..>. it holds that 
(1) if there is a sparse d [,,-hard set for K then K E P, and 
SN (2) if there is a sparse Go,,-hard set for K then K ~NPnco-NP. 
2. Preliminaries 
We now fix the notation that will be used throughout this paper. We use the 
alphabet Z= {0, l}, and define the basic notation about sets and words as is done in 
[2]. By “polynomials” we mean monotone nondecreasing polynomials. We assume 
the canonical lexicographic order on Z*. A string x is less than y (write x <y) if either 
(1) Ixl<lyl or (2) Ixl=lyl and there exist strings u, v, WEE* such that x=uO~ and 
y = u 1 M’. For a string XEC* \ {EL), pred(x) denotes the predecessor of x; that is, pred(x) 
is max{y: y<x}. Also, for a string XEZ*, sue(x) denotes the successor of x; that is, 
sue(x) is min {y: y> x}. For a string x, ordo denotes II { y: y < ~$11 and ord(x) denotes 
ll{y: I~~l=lxl and y<x) 11. It is worth noting that ord, and ord are computable in 
polynomial time. (.;) denotes a natural encoding of two strings into one string. We 
assume that this function is polynomial-time-computable and invertible. We also 
assume that for every x, x’, y and y’ in C*, with IxI=Ix’I and Iyl=ly’l, (i) 
1(x, y)l= 1(x’, y’)I, (ii) if ~‘=pred(y), then pred((x, y))= (x, y’), and (iii) if x’<x, 
then (x, y) > (x’, y’). For simplicity, for k>,2 and k strings y,, y2, . . , y,, 
(yl, y2, . . . , yk) denotes (( . . . (J’,, yz), . ..). yr). It is worth noting that (.;) is not 
needed to be onto. Furthermore, N denotes the set of natural numbers. 
Our computational model is the polynomial-time Turing machine. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that, for each polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing ma- 
chine N, there exists a polynomial p such that, for every XEZ”, N on x eventually halts 
after executing at most p( 1.~1) steps for each computation path. Let N be a poly- 
nomial-time nondeterminstic Turing machine and p be a polynomial bounding the 
running time of N. Then, for every XEC*, each computation path of N on x can be 
encoded into a string of length <p(l.ul). Moreover, by padding 0 as a suffix to each 
encoding properly, we can regard the set of all computation paths of N on x as 
a subset of Zp(ls’). For each .YEZ*, let paf/~~~(.u) denote the set of all strings in Cp(IxI’ 
representing computation paths of N on x. Similarly, for each .YEC*, UCL.,~(.Y) and 
rej,(x) denotes the set of all strings in Cp(IXt) representing accepting computation 
paths of N on x and rejecting computation paths of N on x, respectively. It is worth 
noting that for every SEC*, OP(‘““Epath,(.u), path,~(.u) = ucc,(x) u rej,(x), 
{(x, y): y~path,(x)J, ((.u, J): ~ENCC~~(X)}, and ((x, y): ycrejN(x)) are in P. 
Furthermore, for XEZ* and for yEpath,( N,.(x) denotes the acceptance of N on 
x for computation path ~1; that is, N,(.u) = 1 if N accepts x on path y and 0 otherwise. 
Moreover, for XEC* and for JIEC~(I~I’, CICC,~, <?(x) (v~j,~, <).(x), putAN. s,v(x)) denotes 
Jz~ucc~(.x): z<y). ( jzErqj,v(x): z<y), jzEpathN(.x): z<y)). For each XEC* and 
J=Z~(‘~‘), # UL.I.~~(.Y)  # wj4(x), #path&L # LICC’~, &.u). # re&. rr(x), # path,. .,(x)1 
denotes the cardinality of act,(x) (~<j.~(x), puthN(x), uccN. <,(x), rej,v. Qv(x), 
PuthJ, <J-u) ). 
In this paper, we will consider bounded truth-table reducibility of sets to sparse sets. 
We start by defining the notion of sparse sets. 
Definition 2.1. A set S is sparse if there exists a polynomial p such that, for every 
natural number IE, 11 S”’ 11 <p(n). 
Next we define the notion of one-word-decreasing self-reducibility [21]. For a poly- 
nomial-time deterministic Turing transducer M and for a string XEZ*, M(x) denotes 
the output of M on x. For a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing transducer 
N and for a string .YEZ*. N(x) denotes the set of nonempty strings which some 
computation path of N outputs on input x. 
Definition 2.2. A set A is one-word-decreasing self-reducible (I-wd self-reducible, for 
short) if there exists a polynomial-time Turing transducer M such that, for every 
YEZ*, the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(1) M(x) is one of the following forms: either true,fulse, (id, y), or (1, y), where id 
and 1 represent the identity function and negation, respectively, of one argument and 
YEC* and y<x, and 
(2) if M(x)~(true,false) then XEA iff M(x)= true, and if M(x)=(a, y) then XEA iff 
c&,4(Y)) = true. 
Next we define a restriction of 1 -wd self-reducible sets. Consider the self-reducibility 
chain from an input x, consisting of X, the string printed by the self-reducibility 
machine on input x, and so on, until we arrive at a string that the machine decides 
directly (it writes true or false). In a strict 1-wd self-reducible set, every string in 
a self-reducibility chain has two components: the first one is the predecessor (in 
lexicographical order) of the first component of the previous string in the chain, and 
the second one is an extra information with only a polynomial number of possible 
values. This structure will allow to make a binary search in the chains in the proof of 
Theorem 4.8. 
Definition 2.3. A set A is strictly one-word-decreasing self-reducible (strictly 1-wd 
self-reducible, for short) if there exists a polynomial-time Turing transducer M and 
a polynomial p such that, for every x, M witnesses that A is 1-wd self-reducible and, 
for every XEZ*, 
(3) if M(x) is of the form (2, y), then there exist z, z’, w and w’ in C* such that 
(a) x = (z, z’) and y = (w, w’), 
(b) IzI=IwI and Iz’I=Iw’l, and 
(c) w = pred(z) and ord(z’), ord(w’) <p( /xl ). 
Next we define bounded truth-table reductions. For a natural number k>O, 
a k-truth-table (k-tt) is a mapping from {true, false, tk to {true,fulse). For a k-tt LX and 
k strings y,, . . . , yk, (a, yl, . . . , yk) is called a k-tt condition. For a k-tt condition 
(a, 4’1, ... , Yk) and a set B, (a, yi, . , yk) is satisfied by B if c~(x~(yr), . . ,XB(yk))= true. 
For a convention, a 0-tt is a constant boolean function of O-argument; that is, a 0-tt is 
either true orfulse. Furthermore, a 0-tt condition is either (true) or (false), and a 0-tt 
condition 0 is satisfied by a set B if a=(true). 
Definition 2.4. For a natural number k30, a set A is polynomial-time k-truth-table- 
reducible to a set B (polynomial-time k-tt-reducible, for short, and write A <E_,,B) 
if there exists a polynomial-time deterministic Turing transducer M such that, for 
every XEC*, the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) M(x) is a k-tt condition and 
(2) XCA if and only if M(x) is satisfied by B. 
Moreover, a set A is polynomial-time-bounded truth-table-reducible to a set 
B (polynomial-time btt-reducible, for short, and write A <<,, B) if there exists some 
kEN such that A <L_,, B. 
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Definition 2.5. For a natural number k>O, a set A is strongly nondeterministic 
polynomial-time k-truth-table-reducible to a set B (SN k-tt-reducible, for short, and 
write A <sy, B) if there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing transducer 
N such that, for every XEZ*, the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) N(x) is not the empty set and 
(2) for every string ZEN(X), 
(a) z is a k-tt condition and 
(b) XEA if and only if z is satisfied by I?. 
Moreover, a set A is strongly nondeterministic polynomial-time-bounded truth- 
table-reducible to a set B (SN btt-reducible, for short, and write A <EEL?) if there 
exists some keN such that A <zy,B. 
The following observation is immediate from the definition. 
Observation 2.6. For every two sets A and I?, 
(1) if A is <E_,t-reducible to B, then A is in P, and 
(2) if A is <z’Jt,- reducible to B, then A is in NPn co-NP. 
Now we define the counting classes in a general setting, using the notation in [12], 
and the main complexity classes that we will use, in terms of the functions # acc,( a) 
and # rej,( + ). 
Definition 2.7. For a polynomial-time-decidable binary predicate’ Q on N x N, a set 
L is in {Q} P if there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine 
N such that, for every XEC*, 
xEL - Q( # accN(x), # rej,(x))= true. 
Let k 32 and let Qpius, Qmaj, QM and Q$b be binary predicates such that, for 
every a, HEN, Qplus(a, b) = Ca > 01, Qmaj(a, b) = Ca 3 bl, Qt,da, b) = Ca = bl, and 
Q$bk h) = Ca $0 (mod 41, respectively. Then, all these predicates are polynomial- 
time-decidable and NP = (Q,,Us} P, PP = iQmaj} P, C = P = { Qhalf} P, and MOD,P = 
IQ:o, k’ ’ P for every k 32. For a polynomial-time-decidable binary predicate Q on 
N x N, define K, to be the set of all strings of the form (M, x, 0’) such that 
(i) M is an encoding of a nondeterministic Turing machine, and 
(ii) by letting n and b denote, respectively the number of accepting and rejecting 
computation paths of M on x within time t, Q(a, h)=true holds. 
Then, obviously, K, is <L-complete for {Q) P. Thus, for any predicate Q, {Q} P has 
a <L-complete set. 
Concerning these classes, the following relationships are well known. 
’ Throughout the present paper. we assume that each binary predicate is not trivial; that is, Q is neither 
constantly true nor constantly ,/LI/.w. 
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Proposition 2.8. (1) NPu co-NP G PP [ 111. 
(2) co-NP G C=P G PP [26, 341. 
(3) For any k 3 1, if C! = HI, then PH = C,P = J7: [30, 393. 
(4) PP G NPC=P [34-J 
3. Self-reducible complete sets for counting classes 
In this section, we will show the existence of one-word-decreasing self-reducible sets 
that are complete for the classes PP, NP, C= P, MOD, P, MOD3 P, . . . , and strict 
one-word-decreasing self-reducible sets that are complete for NP, MOD2 P, 
MOD, P, . However, for the non-strict version of these self-reducibilities, the result 
holds, in fact, for any possible counting class. Here are the mentioned results. 
Lemma 3.1. Let Q he a polynomial-time-decidable binary predicate on N x N. Then, 
there exists a d L-complete set for the class {Q> P that is 1-wd self-reducible. 
Proof. Let Q be as in the hypothesis and A be a <L-complete set for {Q>P. Then, 
there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine N such that, for 
every XE~*, 
xe.4 o Q( # act,(x), # rej,(x))= true. 
Let p be a polynomial bounding the running time of N. It is not hard to see that 
there exists a polynomial-time-bounded nondeterministic Turing machine fi such 
that, for every input u, 
(1) if u is of the form (x, y, a, b) with x~C*,y,a, bECJ’(IXI) and ord(y)+ 
ord(a)+ord(b)d2P(‘X’), N on u has #a~ N, <,(x) + ord(a) accepting paths and 
# rej,. <,.(x)+ ord(b) rejecting paths, and 
(2) if u has not that form, I? has only one computation path, and the path is 
rejecting. 
Define B= {u: Q( #acc~(u), # rej,q(u))=true}. We claim that B is the desired set. 
Obviously, BE(Q) P. Furthermore, from (1) above, for every XEZ*, 
# accfi((x, lp(‘X’), op(‘X”,op(‘x’)))= #acc~,,,~llrll(X)= #UCCN(X) 
and 
# rej,-(<x, lp(lX’), Opc’X’), Op”““))= # rej,, Q lP~~x~l(~) = # rej,(x). 
Thus, XE A if and only if (x, I p(‘xi), Opcixl), OP”“I’)~B. So, A <kB and, thus, B is 
d L-complete for {Q} P. 
It remains to show that B is I-wd self-reducible. To see this, consider the following 
machine M: 
(1) For an input, u, M checks that u is of the form (x, y, a, b) for some XEC* and 
y, a, bECp’(‘X” with ord(y)+ord(a)+ord(b)d2P”X”. If this is not the case, 
M outputs Q(0, 1) and halts. Otherwise, M proceeds to the next step. 
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(2) M tests if y~puth,(x) and, if so, M tests if y~acc,(x). According to the results of 
these checks, M executes one of the following operations: 
(2a) If y=OPdXI), then 
l if y~acc,(x), then M outputs Q(ord(u)+ 1, ord(b)) and halts, and 
l If ys:ej.V(.x), then M outputs Q(ord(a), ord(h)+ 1) and halts. 
(2b) If I’#O~(‘~~‘) and y$path,(x), then M outputs (id, (x, pred(y), a, b)) and 
halts. 
(2c) If y#OP(‘X’J and y~puth,(x), then 
l if ~EUCC,~(.Y), then M outputs (id, (x, pred(y), sue(u), h)) and halts, and 
l if yErej,jN(.x), then M outputs (id, (.Y, pred(y), a, sue(h))) and halts. 
Here we claim that M witnesses that B is I-wd self-reducible. Note that M runs in 
time polynomial in 1 u 1, and if M (u) = (id, u’) for some u’EC*, then u’ < U. Also, for every 
u it holds that 
(i) if M(u) is in {true,.fhl.se), then UEB if and only if M(u)=true, and 
(ii) if M(u) is of the form (id, u’) for some u’EC*, then UEB if and only if u’EB. 
These conditions are immediate from the definition of fi, and this proves the 
lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.2. For un~: k 3 2, there e.uists u d k- complete setfbr the class MODk P that is 
strictly l-bid se~freducihle. 
Proof. Let k > 2 and let A be a <k-complete set for the class {Q$b) P (= MODk P). 
Let N be a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine such that, for every 
XEZ*, 
XEA 0 Q$‘,( # MCCOY, # rej,v(.x))=true, 
and p be a polynomial bounding the running time of N. By convention, for 
iE{O, . . . , k- l), let ni denote the string in Ck such that ord(ni)= i. 
It is not hard to see that there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing 
machine G such that, for every input u, 
(1) if u is of the form (x, y, ni), with JJE.ZP(I~~I) and ord(y)+i<2P’IXI’, then 
# acc,~(u) = # UCC,~. CY(.x) + i, and 
(2) if u is not of the form as in (l), then # acc,v(u)=O. 
Define B= [u: Q$h( #acc~(u), #rej,c(u))= true). We claim that B is the desired set. 
Obviously, BE,Q+~, ’ lk) \ P Furthermore, from (1) above, for every XEC*, it holds that 
XEA if and only if (x, lp”X’), n,,)eB. Thus, A <kB. 
It remains to show that B is I-wd self-reducible. To see this, consider the following 
machine M: 
(1) For an input u, M checks that u is of the form (x, y, ni), with YEZ~(‘“‘), 
iE{O, . ..) k - 1) and ord(y) + i < 2P(lXl). If this is not the case, M outputsfalse and 
halts. Otherwise, M proceeds to the next step. 
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(2) M tests if yepath, and, if so, M tests if p~acc,(x). According to the results of 
these checks, M executes one of the following operations: 
(2a) If JJ=O~“~‘), then 
l if y~acc~(x), then M outputs (i-t lf0 (modk)) and halts, and 
l if y~~qj~(.x), then M outputs (i+O (mod k)) and halts. 
(2b) If y #OP”X” and y$pathN(x), then M outputs (id, (x, pred(y), Hi)) and halts. 
(2c) If y#op(‘x’) and y~path,(n), then 
l if y~acc,(.x), then M outputs (id, (x, pred(y), nj>) and halts, where j is 
the number in (0, . , k- 1) such that j= i-t 1 (mod k), and 
l if yErej,(.x), then M outputs (id, (x, pred(y), ni)) and halts. 
Here we claim that M witnesses strict I-wd self-reducibility of B. Obviously, M runs 
in time polynomial in Iu( and, for an input u such that M(u)~{true,fulse), UEB if and 
only if M(u)= true. So, suppose that M(u)=(id, u’) for some u’. By definition, 
u = (x, y, ni) and u’= (x, pred(y), nj), with ycC P(‘x’)-{Op(‘xi)} andi,jE{O,...,k-1). 
Since pred((.u, y))= (x, pred(y)) and ord(rq), ord(nj)<k- 1, by letting p(n)=k, M 
satisfies the three conditions (3a))(3c) in Definition 2.2(3). Now it suffices to show that 
UEB if and only if u’EB. Let b denote 1 if y~acc,(x) and 0 otherwise. It holds that 
# accfi(u) = # UCC,~, <,(x) + i 
= # uccN. < pred(y,(X) + i + b 
s # ucc,q(u’) (mod k). 
Thus, UEB if and only if u’EB. This proves the lemma. q 
Lemma 3.3. There exists a <L-complete set ,for the class NP that is strictly I-wd 
self-reducible. 
Proof. Let A be a d L-complete set for NP and N be a polynomial-time nondetermin- 
istic Turing machine witnessing A E { Qplua} P ( = NP). Let p be a polynomial bounding 
the running time of N. It is not hard to see that there is a polynomial-time nondeter- 
ministic Turing machine i such that, for every UEC*, 
(1) if u is of the form (x, y), with ~cZ~(‘~‘), then # acc,q(u)= # UccN, <,,(x), and 
(2) if II is not of the form in (1) then # uccg(u)=O. 
Define B = {u: Qpluq( # ucc,q(u), # rej,-(u)) = true}. Obviously, BENP and A <k B and, 
thus, B is <L-complete for NP, too. It suffices to show that B is 1-wd self-reducible. 
To see this, consider the following machine M: 
(1) For an input u, M checks that u is of the form (x, y), with ~EC~(‘*-‘). If this is not 
the case, M outputs,fulse and halts. Otherwise, M proceeds to the next step. 
(2) M tests if y~ucc,~(x). If this is the case, M outputs true and halts. Otherwise, 
M outputs (id, (x, pred(y))) and halts. 
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It is not hard to see that (1) A4 runs in time polynomial in Iu], (2) if 
M(~)~{true,fcllse}, UEB if and only if M(u)=true, and (3) if M(ti)=(id, u’) for some 
IA’, u = (x, y) and u’= (s, pred(y)) and DEB iff u’EB. Therefore, M witnesses that B is 
strictly I-wd self-reducible. 5 
Note that if a set is strictly 1-wd self-reducible, then its complement has the same 
self-reducibility structure. So, from this and the above lemma it follows that co-NP 
has, as NP, some <L-complete set that is strictly I-wd self-reducible. 
4. The main technical theorems 
In this section, we prove that every one-word-decreasing self-reducible set (strict 
one-word-decreasing self-reducible set) which is 6 ti-reducible ( 6 L,,-reducible) to 
some sparse set is already in NPn co-NP (P). The proof is inductive; that is, we will 
show that if a I-wd self-reducible set (a strict I-wd self-reducible set) is <i”, l_,t- 
reducible ( < kp+ I_tt -reducible) to a sparse set S for some FEN, then the set is <z$ 
reducible (d c_,,-reducible) to S. Then, by using the above argument repeatedly and 
thereby reducing the number of queries to 0, we obtain the results. 
We first study strong polynomial-time nondeterministic bounded truth-table re- 
ducibility of 1-wd self-reducible sets to sparse sets. We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a 1 -wd self-reducible set. [f$or some kEN, A is d f: ,_,,-reducible 
to (I sparse set S, then A is <~$reducihle to S. 
Proof. Let A be a 1-wd self-reducible set and S be a sparse set to which A is 
SN 
Gk+l-tt- reducible. Then there exists a polynomial-time deterministic Turing trans- 
ducer M and a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing transducer N which wit- 
nesses that A is 1-wd self-reducible and A is < , z”, ,_,,-reducible to S, respectively. We 
will construct a polynomial-time Turing machine No which <zy, reduces A to S. Let 
XEC* and /l=[(v,,al),...,(y,,~,)] be a list of pairs of a string and a k+l-tt 
condition. A is called an (M, N) chuin w.r.t. x if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(cl) .u=y, and, for every i, 1 <i<m, yi+l <y,, 
(~2) for every i, 1 < i < m, pie N (yi), 
(~3) for every i, 1 < i < m, either 
l M(yimI)=(a,yi) for some x~(id,l} or 
l ai~{a,,...,ai~,II, and 
(~4) for every i, 1 <i<m, if CJ~E(CJ~, . . . . oiml), then Gi+r$jol, . ..) Gi}. 
Moreover, a list A = [(yr , a,), , (y,,,, o,)] is called afill (M, N) chain w.r.t. x if A is 
an (M, N) chain w.r.t. .Y and 
(~5) M(~‘,)~(true,false). 
The following two facts are easy to prove. 
‘*zsn' putz x hana .IOJ ‘illas!Dald aIoN 
~(~)vXpu~(x)vXuaaMlaqd~qsuo~~e~a~ aq~salouap[k‘~]~@ ‘icpu~? XS%I!.I~S 0~1.10~ 
y dq paysyes s! 1 j! Quo pur?j! ~3x lvql q3ns y3y qyM 2 uo!l!puo3 
II-~ UB savdwo3 zp ‘(1x1)~ q@uaI JO I/ u!gqD (N‘N) UE pue x ua@l e .IOJ (z) 
puv ‘(x)~X salnduro3 Ij?8 ‘x 'I'.I'M T/ u!Bq3 (N ‘mu) I[nJ 1! puv x ua@ r? .IOJ (I) 
:SUO!]!pUOD 8U!MOl‘[OJ aql itJS!$r?S qD!qM zdL" pUr! IF" 
sLuql!.Io8~I? aury[r?!~ouLlod 0~1 ls!xa alaql IEql Moqs 01 aAr?q k~uo aM ‘ura.Ioaq] aql 
qsqqwa 01 laplo u!‘a.~o~alaq~ '1x1 u! le!woud[od auy u! auop aq LIED([) dals‘z pm 1 
si3e~ woq‘a.~ou~.~aq~~n~ '(z)dals 01 spEa1 qD!qM qled uo!)wnduroD auo Ist?al ]e syxa 
a.Iaql ‘1 pz!mouillod haAa .IOJ ‘SnqL ‘x 'I'.I'M u!Bq3 (N ‘mu) IIT? s! [(!I ‘!z) ‘ ..’ ‘(11 ‘Iz)] 
‘tu>f3 1 ‘I ha,4a JOJ uaq) ‘x 'j'.I'M U!Bq3 (N ‘mu) Ut? S! [("I ‘“Z)““‘(‘lLTZ)] 
J! (H) put x '4.r~ u!aq3 (N ‘mu) IlnJ B s! aJay (1)‘~ hat\a 10~ ‘lr?ql aloN 
“j sindvo ‘s Lq pays!w s! >J! @IO puv~! ~3x I??qi qms y3y ql!M) uo!l!puo~ 
11-y UT samduros /(~pzcys~u!tu~a~ap 0~ uaq] ‘[ (1 x 1)~ = UI ‘alojaJaql] IIty IOU s! J,J JI 
.dals lxau aql 01 spaaDold 0~ ‘asy.raqio .as!maq]o aslt$puv anAl=(x)Q 
J! anri slndmo put? I/ moq (x)% samdwo3 h1pm!ls!u!twa~ap 0~ ‘IInJ s! v JI 
.dals lxau aql 01 spaaDoId 0~ ‘as!maqlg .AIale 
-!pawy slpzq 0~ uaq] ‘S~EJ yDaq3 aql JI ‘lalcl pauyap IywoulClod I! s! A alaqM 
‘Iw s! v uaqi ‘(I xl 1~ > 1~ JI (+) 
sy3aq3 6~pzys!uy~a~apuou ON pm ‘x ']'.l'M [("D ‘,k) ‘ ... ‘(ID “,A,)] = I/ IS!\ B 
pur! ‘(Ix~)A$w> 1 ‘UI sassan dllsys!u!w.ra]apuou ON‘*~~X Indu! ua,$3 v .IO~ 
(El 
(z) 
(I) 
:LI?M %!MO~~OJ aql us surloJ.Iad 0~ aLuq3sru aqL 
IO+ I xl III IyurouiClod awes Aq aAoqr! papunoq s! I (I/ ‘x) I 
uaqL ‘x '1.r~ u!Eq3 (N ‘m) uc aq [(“D ‘,k) ‘... ‘(ID ‘IL)] = 1/ pue *x3x lay *z 13~~ 
‘dN U! a.ll? 
{X 'l'.lI'M U!Vq3 (N ‘W) IItlJ I? S! I/ :(v ‘X)) =z 
{X '1'J.M UIBq3 (,$' ‘m) UC S! 1/ :(v‘X)j=3 
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Fact 3. For every X, y and 2. OA [x, z] = O A [x, ~1 b OA [ Y, zl, where ‘r’ 0 6 denotes the 
function ~(6( .)). 
Fact 4. Let XEZ* and ,4 =[(yI, oI), . . . , (ym, a,)] be an (M, N) chain w.r.t. x. Then, 
for every i, 1 <i<tnz, @.[s, yi] is computable in time polynomial in 1x1 +m. 
Proof of Fact 4. Let .xEE* and A = [()I~, ol), . . . , (I:,,,, a,)] be an (M, N) chain w.r.t. x. 
By definition, for each i, 1 <i 6 m, at least one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) There exists some index j, 1 <j<i, such that gi=oj. 
(b) M(y,_,)=(cc,yi) for some rx~jid,l}. 
Furthermore, for every i, I < i < we, 
l if condition (a) holds for ,j, 1 <i<<j<q then OA[yi, J’j]=id because YiEA iff Ci is 
satisfied by S, J~EA iff ~j is satisfied by S, and oi=oj, and 
l if condition (b) holds, then @a[yi7 l’i_ I] =M because yi_ I~A iff E(XA(Yi))=true. 
So, for every i, 1 < i < m. 
0 if condition (a) holds for some j, I < i<jdm, then GA [x, yi] = 
OA[J$i, Jj] 5 @AC-C yjl, and 
l if condition (b) holds, then @,.,[.Y, ~i]=~(OA[.~, J~_~]). 
Based on the above properties, @,[x, vi] is inductively computed in the following 
way: For i = 1, since .Y = J’, , OA [x, yl] = id. For i > 1, check if there is some j, 1 <j < i, 
such that oi=oj. If this is the case, let j, be the smallest j such that aj= pi and set 
o~[.Y, yi] to @A [x, ~j,]. Otherwise, simulate A4 on Jim 1 and set Oa[x, yi] to 
@,.,[.x,J~-~] if M(yi_I)=(id,yi) and set @A[x,J~~] to T(OA[X,~~-~]) if M(yi-l)= 
(1, yi). Since M is polynomial-time-bounded and I yi / d I .x / for every i, 1 d i d m, we can 
inductively compute all @A [x, y,], 1 < i < m, in time polynomial in 1 (x, A) 1; thus, from 
Fact 2, they are computable in time polynomial in /x / + m. 0 
From the above fact, we can prove immediately the existence of algorithm &‘I. 
Lemma 4.2. There exists a deterministic polynomial-time algorithnl dl which, for 
a given x ad a.full (M, N) chain A, computes X*(-Y). 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. For every .xEI* and for every full (M, N) chain 
A = [()I~, ol), . . . , (ym, a,)] w.r.t. .Y, it holds that M(y,)~(true,,false~. So, 
xA(x)= @,[.x, y,](M(ynl)). Then, from Fact 4 and from the fact that M runs in 
polynomial time, X,.,(X) is computable in time polynomial in JsJ +m. This proves the 
lemma. 0 
Next we define the polynomial r. Since N runs in polynomial time and S is sparse, 
there exists a polynomial q such that, for every XEI* and for every (M, N) chain 
A=C(rl, o,), . , (.Y ,,,, odl w.r.t. -Y, 
1) {VIES: ~$1 appears as an argument in (Ti for some i, I bi,<m] II 64OXl). 
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Let q. be one such polynomial and define r(~1)=4.2~~‘l.((k+ 1)!}2.q0(n)“‘1 + 1. 
Now, our goal is to show the existence of algorithm J&‘*. 
Lemma 4.3. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm .d, which, given XEC* and an 
(M, N) chain A=[(yI,a,) ,..., (y,,o,)] w.r.t. x with m=r(lxl), computes an h-tt 
condition { with h< k such that XEA if and only If [ is satisfied by S. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let K denote the set of indices { 1, . . , k+ l}. For a k+ 1-tt 
condition 0 = (/I, wl, . . . , wk + 1 ), let q(a) denote /I, for IGK, let y(l, a) denote wI, and, for 
a set Q E K, let S(Q, a) denote {~(l, a): IEQ}. .d, performs in the following way: 
For a given XEC* and a given (M, N) chain A = [(yI, gl), . . . , (y,, o,)] w.r.t. x with 
m=r(lxl), do the following: 
(1) Find l~{l,...,m} with ~IIj~3qo(~x~)+1, hE{O,...,k}, QcK with IIQll=h, 
~(~~{id, 1 }, and a k+ I-tt Do such that 
(a) for every iEl, &[x, yi] =X0, 
(b) for every i~1, q(ci)=/Io, 
(c) for every i and jeZ and for every IEQ, ~(1, ai)=1)(1, ~j), and 
(d) for every distinct i and j~l, 6(K \ Q, ai) n 6(K \ Q, aj) = 8. 
(2) Compute an h-tt fi from PO by substituting every argument at the position 
IEK \Q with,fulse at the same time. 
(3) Compute an h-tt fl such that, for every bI, . , b,,E{true,false}, it holds that 
b-h . . . > b,)=~o(h, . . . > b,)). 
Set [ to (fl, wI,, . , wlh), where II,. . , lh is an enumeration of all indices in Q in 
increasing order, and for every iEl and t, 1 <t < h, wl, = ~(l,, ai). 
Note that in order to find I, h, Q, a0 and /I0 in step (l), we only have to execute 
a brute-force search method over Q and i,, = min { iE1). That is, we only have to move 
Q over elements in 2K - {K} and i,, from 1 to m and enumerate all indices i# i. 
satisfying 
(a’) 0 A [x, J'il = &I,4 C-x, Yiol, 
(b’) cP(~i)=V(~i,)~ 
(c’) for every IEQ, ~(1, ai)=y(l> giO), and 
(d’) d(K\Q, ai)nd(K\Q, ~i,)=‘J, 
and test whether the number of such indices is >, qO( (x () or not. Obviously, this search 
can be done in time polynomial in 1x1. Moreover, steps (2) and (3) can be done in time 
polynomial in Ix/. Thus, A@‘~ runs in time polynomial in Ix /. 
Therefore, in order to establish the lemma, we only have to show that .d2 works 
correctly. This is seen as follows. First define lini, to be the set of all iE { 1, . . . , m} such 
that c;${G~, . . . , Oi_ 1). It is not hard to see that 
l )~Iinit~~32~22k1’~{(k+1)!j2~qo(~x~)k~1+l,and 
l for every distinct i and j in Zinil, ai#aj. 
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Next, for each ZE [id, 1). define 
In=(iEljnj,: @a[x,J;]=r). 
Then, obviously, exactly one of 11 lid 11 and /I I, 11 is 3 Zzkt’ . 
So, let r0 be such a truth-table. 
Furthermore, for each li + 1 -tt /L define 
r(p)= (iEz,,,: q?(0j)=/jJ. 
I@+ l)!)2.q0(IXI)k+1 + 1. 
Since there are 22k1’ possible /j, there is at least one a such that 11 I(p)11 > 
((kt- l)!)Z. q,(j.x])k+l + 1. So, let p,, be one of such k+ 1-tt. 
Finally, define G = ( gi: i~l( /IO) 1. G can be regarded as a family of ordered sets, each 
one with cardinality k + 1, and, for such a family of ordered sets, we obtain the 
following proposition (in [8, Theorem 31, a similar result was proved for a family of 
sets). 
Proposition 4.4. Let .F he ~~,fi~mily of’d#errnt ordered sets, each me with curdinality t. 
!f‘II .F (( >(t!)‘.d’+ I, then thcve exists /?ZE.F, w?th (/CC? /( ad+ I, und a set Q c (1, . . . , ti 
such that, 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. We prove the proposition by induction on t. For the base 
case, let t = I. Obviously, Q = @ and !?I = .9 satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). Thus, the claim 
holds for t = 1. 
For the inductive step, let t > I and suppose that the claim holds for every t’< t. Let 
tn>(r!)‘.d’+ 1 and let A,. . . . . A, be an enumeration of all ordered sets in 3. 
Consider a partition .F1, . , 3,, of .9, inductively defined as follows: For i> 1, 
l set Ui to the first Aj~.3 not appearing in any of ,Y1, . . . , F_ 1, and 
l set Si to the family of all ordered sets in 3 having at least one component 
appearing in Ui. 
and set II to the smallest i such that u , s,QiYj = 9. By definition, for every j,j’, 
1 <j<j’<n, CJj and U,. are setwise disjoint. Thus, if n3d+ I, then %={U1, . . . . Un) 
and Q=8 satisfy the desired conditions. 
So, suppose that n < tl. There exists some i such that 11 Si I( >(t !)’ . Ii’- ’ + 1. Let i. be 
one such i. By definition, for each B in ,~io, there exist I, I’ such that B(I)= Vi,(l’). 
For each /,/‘~(l,..., tj, define .iy (/, /‘)= {BE,F~,,: B(i)= U,,(Y) j. Obviously, 
Ji,, = u /, I’t ; I _ I; .A (I, I’). Since there are only t2 possible combinations of 1 and 1’, 
there exists some I and /‘such that // 3 (I I’) 11 >((t - l)!)’ .d’- ’ + I. Let lo and &, be one 
such combination and .P’= .W (I,, IL). .P’ can be viewed as a family of ordered sets 
with t - 1 components by eliminating the I,th component from each set in 5’. By our 
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induction hypothesis, there exists 9 c 9’, with 119 11 2 d+ 1, and Q’ c { 1, . . , t} - (lo} 
such that, 
(a) for every IEQ’ and for every U and V in 9, U(I)= V(I), and 
(b) for every distinct U and V in 3, {U(I):1~{1,...,t}-({lO}uQ’)}n 
{V(l):1,{1,...,t}-({IO}uQ’)}=@ 
Therefore, by letting Q = Q’ u (lo}, condition (i) and (ii) are both satisfied. Hence, the 
claim holds for t and this proves the proposition. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.3 (conclusion). From the above proposition, there exists a set 
IcI(/&,),with lIII/3q,(lxl)+l,h~10,...,k},andasetQcK,withI/QII=hsatisfying 
conditions (c) and (d). Since I G 1(/I,,), conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Therefore, 
the search procedure is always successful. 
On the other hand, {G(K\Q, ai): ill) is a family of disjoint sets in C* with 
I/I l/>q,(lxl)+l. Since ~~(1x1) is an upper bound for the number of strings in 
S appearing as an argument in oi, 1 d i<m, there exists at least one i such that 
6(K \,,Q, ai) s % Let v denote one such i. Then it holds that 
Y,.EA 0 Bo(z~(?il(tr 0,‘)) . . . > ~lab(k+ 1, o,)))=rrue 
- &AMh, a,,)), “’ 1 XA(?(L fl,,)))=true. 
Since @A [.u, r,,] = CX~ from (a), the above property implies 
.xcA 0 ~o(li(~AG, a,,)), . > XAW,, o,a))))=true 
- flk4(N1~ o,J), . , i~4(‘:(L d))=true 
o ( is satisfied by S. 
Therefore, i is an h-tt condition such that XEA if and only if [ is satisfied by S. Hence, 
.d2 works correctly. This proves the lemma and, consequently, the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (conclusion). The proof of Theorem 4.1 is, hence, con- 
cluded. 0 
From Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. [f’a set A is 1 -wd self-reducible and < EE -reducible to some sparse set, then 
A is in NPn co-NP. 
Proof. Let A be a set which is 1 -wd self-reducible and d i$reducible to a sparse set 
S for some HEN. Then, by using Theorem 4.1 repeatedly, we have that A is <z!,,- 
reducible to S. This implies AENP~ co-NP. 0 
Next we consider < &-reducibility of strict 1-wd self-reducible sets to sparse sets. 
Theorem 4.6. Let A be LI strict l-\~d self-reducible set. Jf,for some kEN, A is <L+ 1_,,- 
reducible to sparse set S, then A is <I_,,-reducible to S. 
Proof. Let A be a strict I-wd self-reducible set, M be a machine witnessing this 
property, and p be the polynomial from the definition of strict l-wd self-reducibility. 
Furthermore, let S be a sparse set to which A is <,‘+ ,_,,-reducible via a polynomial- 
time deterministic machine N. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1. For a 
string xgZ*, call x a bottom if M(.Y)E (true@se,. I Furthermore, define other notions, 
notations, and polynomials as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Then, all the facts and 
lemmas in the proof of Theorem 4.1 are established for this situation, too. 
Moreover, we claim the following. 
Lemma 4.7. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm which, ,for a given XEZ* and 
a natural number n> 1, computes an (M, N) chain A =[(JJ~, cl), , (y,, ~J,J], with 
1 dmdn+ 1, sutisjjing 
(*) ifm< n then A is ,fitll. 
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Let XEC* and n> 1. Suppose that x is a bottom. Then, 
obviously, II = [(.Y, N(x))] is the desired chain. So, suppose that x is not a bottom. 
Then, from the definition of strict l-wd self-reducibility, there exist Z, Z’, w and w’ in 
C* such that 
(i) x=(&Z’) and ( M’, M”) is the query string of M on input x, 
(ii) IZI=I~VI and IZ’I=~M”I, and 
(iii) ~‘=pred(Z) and ord(?), ord(~~‘)<p(j.xl). 
Let s = IZI and t = 15’1. Note that, for every IV’EC’, (oj, \v’) is a bottom. We will develop 
a polynomial-time method that, given a nonbottom XGC* and n3 1, constructs an 
(M, N) chain ,4 = [((z,, z;), crt), . , ((z,, zh ), o,)] w.r.t. .x, with 1 bm <n-t 1, such 
that ,4 satisfies (*) and, for every i, 1 <i<m, 
(**) IZil =s, I$ = t, ord(zi)<p(l.\_l). 
For a string \vEZ~, define S,,= iN( ( u‘, ,v’)): UJ’EC’ and O<ord(~~‘)<p(lxl)}. Note 
that, since N is deterministic, N( (~9, ~1’)) denotes the unique k + 1-tt which N outputs 
on input (\v, w’). Consider the following procedure SEARCH: 
For a given (M, N) chain il = [( (zr , z; ), ol), . . . , ((z,, zl), [T,J] satisfying (**), do 
the following: 
(1) If (zm, z:, ) is a bottom, then output il and halt. Otherwise, execute steps (2))(j). 
(2) Set a to z, and b to 0”. 
(3) Repeat the following operations until b=pred(a): 
(3a) Set c to the string in I‘ such that ord(c)=r(ord(a)+ord(b))/2] and 
compute S,. 
(3b) If S,n{a,,... , a,) #@, then set a to c; otherwise, set b to c. 
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(4) Set a’ to a string in C’ such that ord(a’)dp(jx() and N((a, ~‘))E{cT~, . . . . rr,,,f, 
and set b’ to the string in C’ such that M((a, a’))=(~, (b, b’)) for some 1-tt CI. 
Compute a list A’=[(y,, a,), . . . , (y,., a,,)] as follows: 
0 Set yi t0 (Zi, Z;) for 1 <id???. 
l Ifz,=a, thenset m’tom+l andset(~,+~,a,+~) to((b,b’),N((b,b’))). 
l If ~,#a, then set m’ to m+2 and set (Y~+~,o~+~) and (ym+2,~m+2) to 
((u, a’), N( (a, a’))) and ((b, b’), N( (b, b’))), respectively. 
(5) output A’. 
From the above description, it is not hard to see that 
(1) steps (3a) and (3b) are executed C(S) times, and 
(2) after quitting the loop in step (3), 
l N((a,a’))~{o, ,..., CT,,,], and 
l if b#O”, then N((b, b’))${a, ,..., cr,,,}. 
Therefore, we have (i) if A is not full, then SEARCH outputs an (M, N) chain of length 
m’ > m and (ii) the procedure SEARCH runs in time polynomial in (1 x I+ m). 
Now consider the following method: For given x= (5, 5’) and n, starting from 
A = [((Z, Z’), N( (2, Z’)))], repeatedly execute SEARCH for the input A and set A to 
the output of SEARCH until either A has length nz 3 n or A is full. Then it is easy to see 
that the method executes SEARCH at most n times and, thus, it runs in time 
polynomial in (/xl + n). This proves the lemma. 0 
Now consider the following machine NO: 
(1) For a given input XEZ*, N, computes an (M, N) chain A= [(yl, crl), . . . , 
(y,, a,)] w.r.t. x, with 1 <m<r( 1x1), by using the above described method. 
(2) If A is full, NO computes xA(x) from A, outputs (xA(x)) and halts. 
(3) If A is not full, as m = r( 1 x I), N,, computes [ in Lemma 4.3 and outputs [ and 
halts. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6 (conclusion). From Lemmas 4.3 and 4.7 and Fact 4, NO runs in 
polynomial time and for every x, x~.4 if and only if N,(x) is satisfied by S. Therefore, 
A d L_,, S. This proves the theorem. 0 
From Theorem 4.6, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. If a set A is strictly 1 -wd self-reducible and < L-reducible to some sparse 
set, then A is in P. 
Proof. Let A be a set which is strictly 1-wd self-reducible and dE_tt-reducible to 
a sparse set S for some HEN. Then, by using Theorem 4.6 repeatedly, we have A is 
<!_,,-reducible to S. This implies AEP. q 
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5. Sparse bounded truth-table hard sets for counting classes 
In this section, we will consider the possibility of the existence of sparse bounded 
truth-table hard sets for counting classes by using the theorems we showed in the 
previous sections. 
For GE:-reducibility to sparse sets, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let K = (Q) P for some polynomial-time-deciduble binary predicate on 
N x N. Jf there is a sparse <Et -hard set jtir K, then K E NP n co-NP. 
Proof. Let K be as in the hypothesis of the theorem and let S be a sparse < EE-hard set 
for K. Furthermore, let A be the 1-wd self-reducible set that is f L-complete for K, as 
shown in Lemma 3.1. So, A is d Ei-reducible to S and then, from Theorem 4.5, A is in 
NPn co-NP and, consequently, K c NPn co-NP. 0 
For GE,, -reducibility to sparse sets, from Theorem 4.8 and the existence of strict 
1-wd self-reducible sets that have been shown to be complete for different classes in 
Section 3, we obtain the following theorems. 
Theorem 5.2. Let K = {Q) Pfor some polynomial-time-decidable binary predicate Q on 
N x N such that either NP c K or co-NP c K. If there is u sparse < E,,-hard set,fbr K, 
then K = P. 
Proof. Let K be as in the hypothesis of the theorem and S be a sparse d !,,-hard set for 
K. Since S being <Ett-hard for K is equivalent to S being 6 E,,-hard for COK, S is 
< E,,-hard for NP. So, by Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 4.8, we have P=NP. 
Furthermore, since <Ett-reducibility implies dtt-reducibility, S is a sparse GE:- 
hard set for K. So, K z NP n co-NP. Since NP = P and P c K, we have K = P. a 
Theorem 5.3. For any k > 2, ifMODk P lzus a sparse d E,,-hard set, then MO& P = P. 
Proof. Let k 2 2. Suppose that there is a sparse set S that is < E,,-hard for MODk P. 
Then, by Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 4.8, we have MOD, P = P. n 
Next we consider the consequences of Theorems 5.1-5.3. From Theorem 5.1, we 
obtain the following corollaries first stated in [23]. 
Corollary 5.4 (Ogiwara [23]). lfthere is a sparse <ti-hard set,fbr NP, then PH = NP. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a sparse <,,,,- SNhard set for NP. Then, from Theorem 5.1, 
NP G NP n co-NP, and this implies NP = co-NP. Therefore, from Proposition 2.8, we 
have PH = NP. El 
Corollary 5.5 (Ogiwara [23]). !f there is a sparse dSb:-hard set for PP, then 
PH=NP=PP. 
SN Proof. Suppose that there is a sparse < bl,- hard set for PP. Then, from Theorem 5.1, 
PP L NPn co-NP. Since NPuco-NP G PP from Proposition 2.8, we have NP =co- 
NP= PP, and this implies PH =NP= PP. 0 
Moreover, we have a similar result for CP. 
Corollary 5.6. If there is a sparse 6 EE -hard set,for C=P, then PH=NP=PP=C=P. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a sparse d z:- hard set for C = P. Then, from Theorem 5.1, 
C= P G NPnco-NP. Since co-NP G C= P from Proposition 2.8, we have NP=co- 
NP = C = P, and this implies PH = N P = C = P. Furthermore, since PP L NPCzP from 
Proposition 2.8, we have PP = NP. U 
On the other hand, from Theorem 5.2, we obtain the following corollaries. 
Corollary 5.7 (Ogiwara and Watanabe [24]). [f there is a sparse < K,,-hard set for 
NP, then NP = P. 
Corollary 5.8 (Ogiwara [23]). Jf there is a spume < , E,,-hurd set for PP, then PP = P. 
’ Corollary 5.9. [f there is a sparse < btt -hard set for C = P, then PP = C = P = P. 
Finally, we consider MOD, P. For a class K, a set L is in BP. K if there exists a set 
A in K and a polynomial p such that, for every .YEZ*, 
BP-operator was first introduced in [27]. Also, BPP is the class of sets for which there 
exists a probabilistic polynomial-time acceptor with error probability d l/3 [l 11. The 
following relationships between BP-operator and the polynomial-time hierarchy are 
widely known. 
Theorem 5.10. (1) For every k 3 1, BP. 2’: c I7:+ 1 [27]. 
(2) PH E BP.C=P, PH E BP.PP, and PH G BP.MODk P, where k>2 [31, 331. 
(3) BPP=BP.P [27]. 
(4) BPPcC;nn; [l&29]. 
From Proposition 2.8 and Theorems 5.1 and 5.10, we obtain the following 
corollaries. 
Corollary 5.11. Let K be any class chosen from {MOD2 P, MOD3 P, . ..}. If K has 
sparse d EE-hard sets, then PH c .X5 n n;. 
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Corollary 5.12. Let K be any cIuss chosen from {MOD2 P, MOD3 P, . . .}. If K has 
sparse < E,,-hard sets, then PH = BPP. 
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